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BC Fall Update – Additional Financial Support Leads
to a Short-Term Deterioration in Public Finances
Selina Robinson served BC for several years as the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing. She is now
the New Finance Minister. The Fall Update released earlier today is the first snapshot of the province’s
financial situation since the NDP won a majority status on the October 24th general elections.
The state of public finances deteriorated moderately. Additional financial support provided to people and
businesses during these challenging times more than offset the improving outlook on the economy and
revenues. The deficit, estimated at $12.8B in the September First Quarter update, was revised up to
$13.6B in the Fall Update.
Total revenues were revised up by $1.4B relative to September, to $57.4B. Multiple sources contributed
to the improvement. Vibrant regional housing markets in the province, particularly outside of Vancouver’s
core sectors, led to a $479M upward revision in property transfer tax revenues. Despite the
disproportionally bigger impact of the pandemic on youth employment, 360K of the 400K job losses from
the spring’s lockdown have been recovered, contributing to a $249M upward revision to personal income
taxes. Higher federal transfers of $363M mostly reflect BC’s share of Ottawa’s Safe Restart Agreement,
not included in the First Quarter Update. Crown corporations were another source of improvement. Most
notably, financial woes at ICBC, an issue we highlighted in previous years, appear over. Lower auto claim
costs and a recovery of previous investment losses will allow the crown corporation to move from a large
net loss to a modest net income position in FY 2020-21.
Also, some segments of revenues were not revised up in the Fall Update since the government recently
provided additional breathing room to individuals and businesses. For instance, businesses benefit from a
tax break on the purchases of selected M&E since mid-September. Accordingly, provincial sales tax
revenue was revised down by $135M in today’s update. Other temporary relief measures include school
tax reduction for commercial properties and a delay in the carbon tax increase.
Total expenses were revised up by $2.4B, to $70.1B. The lion’s share of this revision relates to the new
Recovery Benefit promised during the election campaign. 90% of households are eligible to this one-time
financial support. They will be able to apply for it tomorrow. Families and individuals will receive a check
of $1000 and $500, respectively, before the end of the year. This new Recovery Benefit will cost the
government about $1.7B. Many British Columbians could get another dose of relief next May as the
crown corporation ICBC applied for the largest reduction in auto insurance premiums in 40 years,
representing $400 in savings on average for a driver. Our understanding is that this reduction will not
deteriorate public finances as changes to the current litigation system will lower legal costs by $1.5B in
2022.
In summary, the BC government has allocated more than $10B in spending and support programs so far
to mitigate the adverse impact of the pandemic and to support the recovery. The $13.6B deficit projected
for FY 2020-21 is unambiguously large, contributing to end a long period of ultra-low taxpayer debt-toGDP ratio. The public debt burden is poised to slightly surpass 20% this year, compared to 15.1% in FY
2019-20. Furthermore, this deficit is also subject to revisions, particularly due to short-term uncertainty
linked to COVID-19 cases in the coming months even though vaccination started.
Finally, the 2021 budget will be released in April, not in February as usual. By then, everyone will have a
better idea if the second wave is over and if the world is getting closer to herd immunity. Less uncertainty
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will make it easier for Minister Robinson to provide a reliable economic and fiscal outlook for the postCOVID era. For now, the 3.0% real GDP rebound forecast for next year appears prudent following the
6.2% estimated contraction of 2020. The recovery is notably supported by the $10B capital spending
program for FY 2020-21. However, some of BC’s key sectors, including tourism and entertainment, could
take several years to fully recover.
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